Writing Couplets

A couplet is a two-line poem. The last word of each line rhymes.

example:

A baby spider played in the sun.
Bouncing on a web is so much fun.

Circle three pairs of rhyming words from the box below.
Write a couplet for each.

- tree, bee
- red, bed
- book, look
- dad, glad
- ball, small
- rocket, pocket
- double, trouble
- kite, height
- crown, brown
- baker, maker
- jump, thump
- roar, more
- pop, stop
- green, seen
- carrot, parrot
- fly, try

1. ______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________